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Sight lines are as important as anything in the home theater. Unfortunately we are forced to make sacrifices in this area. Ceiling is 
too low for a platform or it’s an existing theater without platforms. In other situations (especially basements) there is no back wall to 

the theater thus platforms look awkward. Now there is a solution. Fortress’ adjustable seat height option allows you to raise the entire 
row up 8 inches.  This sophisticated control system is combined with heavy duty actuators to physically lift an entire row of seats. The 

lift is a maximum of 7 inches but can be stopped at any point. This option offers the ultimate flexibility when planning a theater. 

Now everyone can view the movie from a vantage position and platforms become a choice….not a necessity.

















































Custom Home Theaters ~ No need to settle for ‘off-the-shelf’

Rancho Cucamonga, CA, March 2010

When it comes to designing home theaters or media rooms what has become evident is that 
homeowners are seeking more unique options rather than something ‘off-the-shelf’.  This 
custom home theater is a combination of grand aesthetics and pure performance. From the
fiber optic star ceiling painted by the renown Caesar’s Palace artist William Rogers to the 
custom embroidered Fortress seating, this theater fulfills the wow factor to its fullest.

The entrance to the theater is a bar/lounge that is the perfect setting for entertaining before 
screening a movie. The classical theater designed is complimented with regal fabrics from 
Kravet, carpet by Masland, and millwork by Another Masterpiece.

The audio and video system is by Bliss Home Theaters and Automation, Inc. The system 
includes a state-of-the-art digital E-cinema projector that illuminates a 16-foot Stewart screen. 
The Cinepro audio system delivers over 12,000 watts power to create a virtual experience.

The custom home theater deserves custom seating whether it is the design or size of the chair, it should compliment the theater and enhance your total 
theater experience. Featured is the Guild and, as with all Fortress models, is constructed to 
stringent commercial standards addressing the correct viewing position through ergonomics knowing that you will be seated for 2+ hours at a time.  
Embroidered logos, silent motorized recline and buttery soft espresso leather complete the package.

All in all the client’s expectations were exceeded and the project is one to be proud of!

www.BlissHTA.com www.fortresseating.com



Made in America

We hear it more and more now, “American companies need to get back to manufacturing on US soil”.

Fortress, Inc. manufacturer of Off Broadway Home Theater Seating is doing just that.  Fortress, a manufacturer located in 

Southern California, has been building office furniture for over 70 years.

While the economy has definitely taken a toll in the custom electronics market and has imports replacing products that at one

time were built in America, Fortress’ plans are to continue manufacturing and adding jobs as they can.  

Made in the USA is more than just a slogan, it is our future.

A Greener FORTRESS
Fortress strives to find green alternatives to the components that make up our chairs.  The foam we use is manufactured - emission-free -

with plant-based renewable resources and contains organic, halogen-free fire retardants. 
The production of our shipping cartons is 75% recycled fiber.

Additionally, Fortress now offers an earth-friendly answer to high quality leather. The leather is tanned using extracts from Mimosa trees rather than 
chemicals used in the normal tanning process.  The result is beautiful, pliable leather hides with a very soft hand and available in several rich colors.














